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Abstract 
The cycle code of a graph is the binary linear span of the characteristic vectors of circuits. We 
characterize the graphs whose cycle codes are maximal for the packing problem, based on character- 
izing the graphs whose girth is at least :(n-c)+ 1 where n and c are the numbers of vertices and 
connected components. 
The cycle code (usually called cycle space) of a graph r is the linear span over 
F2 of the characteristic vectors of circuits versus edges. The packing properties of 
these codes have been extensively investigated in the past without achieving much 
success [4,5]. To compare well with algebraic codes these codes had, in general, to 
be augmented [S]. That cycle codes which are maximal codes, in the sense that 
adding any new code words will reduce the minimum distance d, are very rare can 
be inferred from the examples in [4,5] and explains the poor packing 
properties. 
However, the rarity of maximal cycle codes has never been proved. Here we do so 
by finding them all. It is easiest to do this by first solving the weaker problem of 
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finding all graphs whose girth g is ‘very large’, namely, g2&-c)+ 1 where n is the 
number of vertices and c is the number of connected components. 
For general graph theory background, we refer to [l]. All our graphs are finite and 
undirected. Loops and multiple edges are allowed. By r, we denote a graph (V, E) with 
n vertices, m edges, cconnected components, and girth g, It is well known that C(T) is 
an [m, m-n+c] code whose minimum distance equals g. C, is a circuit of length n. 
A bowtie, written C u, C’, is the union of two circuits having in common just a vertex 
u. By pK2, we mean a graph consisting of p edges joining the same two vertices. 
A subdivision of pK2 is called a multipath, for instance a triple path (also theta graph) if 
p = 3. We need some notation for a subdivided K4 graph. Let vi, u2, us, u4 be the 
vertices of the K,. Edge UiUj is subdivided into a path of length lij. Let Se be the set of 
edges eiaj for which lij is even and let fi = 0 if 1 So ( is even, 1 if it is odd. An opposite pair 
is a pair of vertex-disjoint edges of K4, or the corresponding pair of lengths. 
Theorem 1. The cycle code of a graph r is maximal if r with isolated vertices removed 
is one of the following: 
(a) A forest (including the empty graph). 
(b) A graph in which every edge is a loop. 
(c) A multiple nonloop edge, mK,. 
(d) A triangle, possibly with multiple edges. 
(e) A circuit C, where g 2 3, together with at most L( g - 1)/2] isthmi. 
(f) A disjoint union C, v C, where g is odd and g 2 3. 
(gl) A bowtie C, u, C, where g is odd and g > 3. 
(g2) A bowtie C, u, C,, where g > 3 and g is not a multiple of 4, together with an edge 
joining one vertex on each circuit having maximum distance from the common vertex u. 
(h) A subgraph of K5 having at least eight edges. 
(i) A theta graph whose three paths have lengths El, 12, l3 such that (if E denotes the 
number of even paths) max It< f := i(ll + l2 + l3 - (E- 1 I), together with at most 
f isthmi. 
(j) A quadruple path, three paths having the same odd length 123 and the fourth 
having length l- 1, 1, or 1-k 1. 
(k) K3.3 with either no edge, one edge, or the three edges of a perfect matching 
subdivided once. 
(1) A subdivided K4 graph in which: 
(1) each opposite pair of lengths has difference 11, - lt,, I < @; 
(2) each opposite pair of lengths has sum at most f(n+2 +/3); and 
(3) either I So I < 1, or Se is a pair of opposite edges or a circuit of length 4, or SO is 
a star or path of three edges and the larger edges of each opposite pair form 
a triangle. 
Proof. An [m, k] code C is maximal iff its covering radius, 
R := max min d(x, y), 
yeF; XSC 
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where d(x, y) denotes the Hamming distance, satisfies R<d - 1 (see [2, p. 3281). 
To translate this into graph-theoretic terms we define a T-join in r, for TG V, 
as an edge set which has odd degree at every vertex in T and even degree at every 
other vertex (see [6, Section 6.51). Necessarily T has even cardinality. We denote 
by z(T, T) the smallest possible cardinality of a T-join. The fundamental observation 
of [7] is that 
R(C(T))=z(T):= max{z(T, T): Tc V, ITI even}. 
(For brevity we write z for R(C(T)) henceforth. Note that r remains the same if loops 
and isolated vertices are deleted and if multiple edges are simplified to single edges.) 
Obviously, 
if r is connected. (1) 
The maximality criterion R <d - 1 becomes 
r<g-1. (2) 
Combining (1) and (2) demonstrates that maximality entails very large girth. Hence 
the first half of the proof is to determine the graphs with the latter property (see 
Theorem 2). 
The solutions to that problem are then tested in (2) by calculating r. This is 
reasonably straightforward; we omit the details. One can employ evaluations of r in 
[7] and the following lemma. Let r, be the graph obtained from r by contracting the 
edges incident with a vertex u. 
Lemma 1. z(T) = z(T,) + 1 if v is a divalent vertex of r which is not incident with a loop 
or isthmus. 
Lemma 1 follows immediately from Frank’s main theorem [3]. 
That concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We now classify the graphs with very large girth. 
Theorem 2. r has very large girth if and only $ ignoring isolated vertices, it is one of the 
following: 
(a) A forest (including the empty graph). 
(b) A graph whose edges are loops. 
(c) mK2, ml K2 vm2K2 (disjoint union), or ml K2 u,m2K2. 
(d) K3 with at least one multiple edge. 
(e) C,, where g 2 3, possibly together with at most g - 1 isthmi. 
(f) A disjoint union C, u C, where g 2 3. 
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(g) A bowtie C, u, C, where g 2 3, possibly with an additional edge whose endpoints 
belong to dtyerent C,‘s and where either both are at distance Lg/2 J from v in the bowtie, 
or else g is even, one endpoint is at distance g/2fiom v, and the other is at distance 
(g/2)- 1. 
(h) Kz,s, or K3,4 or KS with possibly up to two edges deleted. 
(i) A triple path with path lengths II, 12, l3 satisfying max li<f(l, + l2 + 13), possibly 
together with at most (II + 12 + 13)- 2 max Ii isthmi. 
(j) A quadruple path in which three paths have length 12 2 and the fourth has length 
l- 1, 1, or E+ 1, possibly together with one isthmus ifall path lengths are equal. 
(k) K3,3, possibly with an isthmus adjoined, or K 3,3 with either one edge, the three 
edges of a perfect matching, the edges of a quadrilateral and the nonadjacent edge, or all 
nine edges each subdivided into a path of length 2. 
(1) A graph r containing a subgraph r0 which is a subdivision of K4 and satisfying 
(1) r=r,, or each opposite pair of lengths is equal and r=r,-, u isthmus; 
(2) in each opposite pair of lengths, the absolute deference is 0 or 1 and the sum is 
at most (n + 3)/2; and 
(3) either every opposite pair of lengths is equal, exactly one is unequal, or every 
one is unequal and the longer edges in each form a triangle. 
Proof. Let the excess girth of r be dg := g-i(n - c)- 1. Any solution is obtained 
from an isthmus-free one r by adding up to 249 isthmi. We can therefore assume 
for nontriviality that r is simple, has no isthmi or isolated vertices, and is not a 
circuit. 
Lemma 2. Suppose r contains vertex-disjoint circuits. Then it has very large girth iff 
r = C, u C, (disjoint union) where p > 3. In this case Ag = 0. 
Lemma 3. Suppose r contains a bowtie. Then it has very large girth iffr is of type (g) or 
(h) in Theorem 3.1. In that case Ag = 0. 
The lemmas imply that any graph with very large girth, not already discovered, is 
2-connected. Thus, we can add to our standing assumptions the hypothesis that r is 
2-connected and contains no vertex-disjoint circuits or bowtie. It follows that r con- 
tains a theta graph. If r contains no subdivided K4, it is clearly a multipath so we are 
in case (h), (i), or (j). If r contains a subdivision of K4 but not of KJ, 3, it must be the 
subdivided K4. It is then only slightly complicated to prove we are in case (1). If 
r contains a subdivided K3,3 it can only be a subdivision of K,,,. Then it is 
straightforward to prove we are in case (k). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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